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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

SERIES PRODUCTION 

Hasenkopf is Industry. With a workforce of around 
160, a 15,000 m² production area and the very latest 
technological facilities even our series products can 
offer tailor-made perfection. That is why we have 
Industrial Manufacture in our name, because 
Hasenkopf's customers can enjoy all the advantages 
of industrial production, such as fast order 
processing, efficiency and just-in-time delivery.

CUSTOM PRODUCTION

Hasenkopf is Craftsmanship. For half a century the 
company has been manufacturing distinctive and 
unique products and fulfilling our customers' 
individual requests, however unusual. Hasenkopf 
sees itself as a manufacturer because – now more 
than ever – the word stands for excellent craftsman-
ship, reliable quality and tailor-made perfection.
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FORMERLY FRESCO.  
NOW FRESCATA.
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Fresco painting was once one of the most favored techniques for 
sophisticated surface design. It involved applying pigment to a plaster 
surface while it was still wet, allowing the color to blend into the sub- 
strate where it remained fresh and unchanging for centuries.

Hasenkopf's Frescata offers creative surface design the modern way. 
With millimeter precision the desired textures are worked into the selected  
material using the very latest 3-axle and 5-axle CNC machine tools. And 
there is a vast number of ways of creating individual effects – for example 
with thermoforming, combining different materials, milling recesses for inlays 
or using backlighting to create the desired atmosphere. From the sweeping 
curve of the backlit reception desk through extensive wall cladding with  
ornamentation worked into the surface right down to thrillingly arranged 
room dividers – Frescata makes your surfaces to centerpieces.
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

STEP BY STEP
CREATIVE FREEDOM  
WITH FRESCATA

DEPTH PROFILE

The depth of machining is the essential 
factor in creating the effect of Frescata 
structures. Machining in a single layer 
not only creates an attractive pattern, 
it can also be used for backlighting. 
Varying the depth of machining  
pro-duces interesting reliefs. Extremely 
fine variations in the depth can simulate 
the gray-scales of a picture to produce 
an image as realistic as a photo, even 
lending depth to the finished view.

CONTOURING

It is primarily the lines of the surface view 
that determine the optical effect. Lines 
may be straight, wavy or arranged in 
geometric patterns. Combinations and 
repetitions provide further interesting 
contours.

TOOLS

The tool geometry is primarily  
responsible for shaping the relief. We 
achieve this by using four different types 
of cutter: end mill cutters, spherical 
cutters, disk cutters and gray-scale 
cutters. These modern machine tools 
ensure that there are no technical limits 
to what you can do with Frescata. 

+ + +
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HOW DOES FRESCATA WORK

MATERIALS

Whether Corian, acryl, wood-based 
materials or gypsum fiberboard – we can 
get the best out of any of our premium 
materials. Different materials can also be 
used in combination to create modern 
effects that have never been seen 
before. 

FINISHING

Forming, painting, combining more than 
one material, inlaying, backlighting – the 
various finishing techniques coupled with 
your own creative ideas make the 
finished Frescata product even more 
distinctive. 
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line thickness: from 3 mm

lines can be broken

they can cross one another and be combined as 
desired

different thicknesses can be combined

line thickness: from 3 mm

wavy lines can also be broken

they may follow different contours

they can also cross one another and be  
combined as desired 

wavy lines of different thicknesses can also be 
combined

thickness of ornament lines: from 3 mm

We will be glad to check whether your desired 
contours / ornaments can be implemented in the 
selected material. Please contact us.

FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

CONTOURING

LINES WAVY LINES ORNAMENTS



A variety of basic geometric forms are possible
 › circles
 › ellipses
 › polygons
 › rectangles
 › squares
 › trapezoids
 › triangles

Other shapes to your specification available on 
request.

basic shapes can be varied and combined as 
desired

line thickness: from 3 mm

inlays (run in or embedded)

We will be glad to check whether the desired 
lettering (e.g. True Type) can be implemented in 
the selected material.

A wide variety of special forms, structures and 
pictures are possible. Please contact us. We will be 
glad to check whether your ideas can be 
implemented. There is almost no limit to your 
freedom of design.
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CONTOURING

GEOMETRIC SHAPES LETTERING FREE-FORM 
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

DEPTH PROFILE

Precisely varying the depth of machining enables 
images to be given a realistic photographic 
appearance.

Photos and images in the usual data formats (jpg, 
tiff, etc.) are quite suffi cient for our processing 
facilities.

We will be glad to check whether your photos and 
images can be reproduced. Please contact us. 

machined to a constant depth

machining to different depths is possible

varying depths are possible

GRAY-SCALE MACHINING FLAT RELIEF





cylindrical cutter

can be profiled

suitable for geometrical patterns on the surface 
and in relief

spherical cutter 

particularly suitable for wavy shapes

suitable for geometrical patterns on the surface 
and in relief

disk cutter

with profile is possible

particularly suitable for linear geometrical patterns 
on the surface

THE CHOSEN CUTTER IS INSTRUMENTAL IN  
DETERMINING THE RELIEF GEOMETRY.

FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

TOOLS

DISK CUTTEREND MILL CUTTER SPHERICAL CUTTER 



cylindrical cutter

Facilitates very close machining. This can be used 
to machine extremely fine structures, right down to 
depicting the gray-scales of a realistic photograph.
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TOOLS

GRAY-SCALE CUTTER
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

MATERIALS

CORIAN

Colors
 › available in over 100 colors 

Thickness
 › material thickness: 12 mm, available in all colors
 › material thickness: 19 mm, available only in 
Glacier White, particularly suitable for deep 
structures
 › special thicknesses on request

Properties
 › can be thermoformed in two or three dimensions
 › paintable
 › amenable to backlighting
 › inlays possible
 › cool, modern appearance

ACRYL

Colors
 › available in many colors
 › Please contact us.

Thickness
 › material thickness: 8, 12, 15 and 20 mm
 › special thicknesses on request

Properties
 › can be thermally formed
 › paintable
 › amenable to backlighting

GYPSUM FIBERBOARD

Thickness
 › standard material thicknesses:  
12, 16, 18, 23, 25 and 28 mm
 › special thicknesses on request

Properties
 › paintable 
 › optimally suitable for particularly deep structures
 › particularly fireproof (fire resistance class A1 and 
A2)
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MATERIALS

WOOD AND WOOD-BASED 
MATERIALS

Profiles
 › solid wood
 › plywood
 › MDF

Thickness
 › The thickness depends on the type of wood or 
wood-based material chosen. Please contact us.

Properties
 › paintable
 › gives the room a warm atmosphere

MATERIAL COMBINATIONS

Subject to certain material-specific properties, all 
our materials can be freely combined with one 
another. 

The individual materials are smoothly and 
seamlessly glued together by our experts.
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

FINISHES

BACKLIGHTING

Structure machined into the back of the panel 
 › front surface smooth
 › machined edges (e.g. lettering) slightly blurred

Structure machined into the front of the panel
 › machined edges (e.g. lettering) sharp

Gray-scale



FINISHING
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Can be shaped in two or three dimensions.

THERMAL FORMING
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

INLAY

using different colors of Corian

using different colors of resin 

using resin combined with particles of genuine 
metal 

other materials available as inlays on request



FINISHING
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PAINTING
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Machined patterns can be painted and surface 
treatment in the form of painting from our range of 
colors is possible at any time.

color effects

structure can be made solid

the depth effect can be enhanced



FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

Different materials are glued together.

The two and three dimensional machining and the 
combination of materials produce unusual decors.

MIXTURE OF MATERIALS 
BY GLUING





FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

FRESCATA
STRUCTURES

Article no.  
FA-L001

Contour
 › straight lines

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L002

Contour
 › freestyle slightly wavy lines

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L003

Contour
 › wavy, crossed lines

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard



FRESCATA STRUCTURES
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Article no.  
FA-L004

Contour
 › curved line

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-G001

Contour
 › geometric shapes

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-F001

Contour
 › free-form "Stone" 

Profile
 › ground flat 

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

Article no.  
FA-OT001

Contour
 › contour "Gecko", can be repeated and rotated  
on the surface as often as required

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-OT002

Contour
 › contour "Flower", can be repeated on the  
surface as often as required

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA STRUCTURES

Article no.  
FA-L005

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L006

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L007

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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Article no.  
FA-L009

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L010

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L011

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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Article no.  
FA-L012

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

Article no.  
FA-L013

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-W001

Contour
 › wave

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-W002

Contour
 › wave

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA STRUCTURES

Article no.  
FA-W003

Contour
 › wave

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L014

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-W004

Contour
 › wave

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

Article no.  
FA-L015

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › ground flat

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-OT003

Contour
 › ornament

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › end mill cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard on request

Article no.  
FA-OT004

Contour
 › ornament

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard



Article no.  
FA-F003

Contour
 › free-form

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard on request
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FRESCATA STRUCTURES

Article no.  
FA-F002

Contour
 › free-form

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-W005

Contour
 › wave

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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Article no.  
FA-L016

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L017

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard

Article no.  
FA-L018

Contour
 › line

Profile
 › machined with a depth profile

Tools
 › spherical cutter

Material
 › wood
 › Corian
 › acryl
 › gypsum fiberboard
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FRESCATA  
SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

FRESCATA PRODUCTS 

HIGH CONTRAST

When backlighting is used on Frescata surfaces, different 
depths of machining generate nuances of light and shade 
that can be used to create lifelike images.

Kantonspital Aarau (Switzerland), Design Designo AG, 
Switzerland for Kantonspital Aarau [ Photo: Hasenkopf ]

ATMOSPHERIC

As wall cladding Frescata is also suitable for large surfaces. 
Thermoforming enables even curved walls to be covered.

Palace of International Forums (Usbekistan), for Riedl 
GmbH, Pfaffing, Design Ippolito Fleitz GmbH, Stuttgart 
[Photo: Ippolito Fleitz GmbH ]

VERSATILE

Machined waves are optically attractive and dynamic. Entire 
rooms take on a light, friendly and exceptional character.

Genossenschaftsverband Bayern e.V. (Munich), Design 
Eisenlauer Voith, Munich [Photo: Eisenlauer Voith ]



SAMPLE APPLICATIONS

REALISTIC

Frescata in 3D: The repeat accuracy of our structure 
machining enables Frescata elements to be positioned 
and milled on three-dimensional surfaces. 

Sparkasse Schwyz (Switzerland), for Kreativschreinerei 
Wagner AG, Switzerland, Design Marty Architecture AG, 
Switzerland [ Photo: Kreativschreinerei Wagner AG ]

SWEEPING LINES

With this backlit reception desk Frescata generates not only 
atmosphere but also functionality, thanks to the extremely 
easy-to-clean Corian surface.

Pastakontor (Berlin) for Flömo GmbH, Falkenau Design 
Bollinger + Fehlig, Berlin [ Photo: Bollinger + Fehlig ]

IMPRESSIVE

Frescata is particularly suitable for striking promotional 
surface designs – e.g. for company logos in exhibition 
booths or showrooms. 

Exhibition stand for Hasenkopf Holz-Handwerk 2010
[Photo: Hasenkopf ]
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INFINITE POSSIBILITIES –  
ONE STRONG PARTNER

HASENKOPF'S PRODUCTS  
ARE AT HOME ALMOST ANYWHERE.

With our advanced processing techniques and versatile expertise in a wide 
variety of premium materials we offer our customers and partners tailor-made 
solutions for almost all areas of life and work, coupled with project support 
from the planning stage through to the implementation. 

Corian® is a registered trademark belonging to DuPont™. Parapan® is a registered trademark 
belonging to Evonik™ Industries. Frescata® and CURVA® are registered trademarks belonging 
to Hasenkopf Holz & Kunststoff GmbH & Co. KG.

CORIAN 

With our two-dimensional and three-dimensional processing methods we can 
coax these high-quality minerals into almost any desired form, to create basins, 
worktops, counters, wall paneling, etc. 

WOOD 

Since 1964 we have been using wood and wood-based materials to manufacture 
high-quality ready-to-assembly drawer systems. We also cooperate with partner 
processing specialists to realize even large-scale products.

PARAPAN 

This homogeneously through-dyed acrylic material is extremely workable and can 
be molded into curves and machined like wood. Its outstanding high gloss finish 
makes it particularly suitable for prestigious commercial installations. 

ACRYL 

Its transparency, colors and design possibilities added to its outstanding 
processing properties make acryl an extremely versatile material, for instance,
for sophisticated indoor fittings and design.

 
AND MORE 

In addition to wood, Corian, Parapan and acryl we also offer products and 
services based on other premium materials, such as gypsum fiberboard. 
So we have suitable materials for any requirement.
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FIELDS OF APPLICATION

BATHING & WASHING 

“Corian® Designbadewanne Po“, Boffi S.p.A., (2003 
Lentate sul Seveso, Milan), Design Claudio Silvestrin 
[ Photo: Boffi S.p.A. ] 

We open up new design possibilities for bathrooms 
and showers. Our mineral materials guarantee the 
most hygienic conditions.

LIFE & LIVING

Table design manufactured in Corian® for Veech 
Media Architecture (VMA) [ Photo: Heiner Heine ] 
 

We cooperate with well-know designers to create  
not only distinctive and impressive one-off objects 
but also full sets of furnishings and fittings to  
visibly enhance your quality of life and living.

COOKING & EATING

Corian® kitchen worktop for ALNO  
[ Photo: ALNO ] 

For kitchens – the core environment of our lives – we 
create both functional and beautiful solutions.

STORING & ORDERING

MDF drawers with curved fronts for Frauenbrunnen, 
Switzerland  [ Photo: Frauenbrunnen ]

 
 
With individually designed furnishings and our 
proven high-quality drawer solutions  
we provide for elegant order and practical living.

WORKING & REPRESENTING 

Ceiling lights and furniture made of Corian® and 
wood on behalf of Stonner IP for Münchener Rück 
[ Photo: Stonner IP ]  

 
For offices and other working environments we offer 
suitable and practical furnishings and designs.

HEALING & CARING

Medical worktops made of Corian®  
for Karl Baisch [ Photo: Karl Baisch GmbH ]  

 
For healthcare institutions we create environments 
that promise comfort and hygiene as well as being 
pleasant to use and easy to clean.

PRESENTATION & SELLING

Parapan® counter and paneling on behalf of Cole 
joinery and CD UK for Dior [ Photo: Evonik Degussa ] 

 
With our attractive furnishings and versatile designs 
we can help to create retail premises and fair 
exhibits to achieve the very best in means of 
presenting a company‘s products and services.

HOSTING & RECEPTIONS

Counter installation made of Corian® and wood  
on behalf of Riedl / Team Concept for 
BMW Welt Munich  

 
We facilitate attractive and functional furnishing 
solutions for caterers and hoteliers, who are happy 
to see our products among their permanent 
residents.

LIGHTING & HIGHLIGHTING

 “Corian® Nouvel lumieres“ (2007 Milan week of 
design), design Jean Nouvel, Foto Leo Torri image 
courtesy of DuPont™ Corian® (all rights reserved on 
design and photo)  
 
Some of our materials are translucent and therefore 
eminently suitable for impressive lighting installati-
ons. Elegant surface finishes also offer numerous 
attractive possibilities. 
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OUR OFFER
FOR YOUR SUCCESS.

CREATE MORE VALUE TOGETHER

Our customers in trade and industry, design and architecture value us as a 
reliable and competent partner for any type of challenge. With our experience 
and knowledge of the very latest cutting, forming and molding techniques to 
supplement your own areas of competence, you can satisfy the requirements of 
sophisticated tendering projects and win orders for your company. As part of a 
value-add chain that benefits all its participants we can reinforce your capacity 
and help you to implement your projects successfully. See for yourself how 
effective it can be.



PROCESS CHAIN

1 2 3 4 5

You have an inquiry 
or an invitation to 
tender on a project 
for which you  
could use some 
assistance. 

OFFER 
WITH US

ORDER 
FOR YOU

We can help you  
at the planning stage 
and guarantee timely 
production and 
delivery, directly to 
the site, if desired.

EXECUTION 
WITH US

It is your achieve-
ment that will be in 
the foreground  
– your customers will 
never know we exist.  
The success is 
entirely yours.

SUCCESS 
FOR YOU

INQUIRY 
TO YOU

We can help you  
with costing your 
proposal, clarifying 
technical details and 
more, for instance by 
providing appropri-
ate samples. 

With Hasenkopf as 
an efficient external 
supplier your 
competitive 
proposals will win 
the order.
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WE TAKE INDIVIDUAL IDEAS AND 
GIVE THEM THE PERFECT SHAPE 
FOR LARGE SCALE PRODUCTION. 
WE WILL GLADLY ADVISE YOU, 
RIGHT FROM THE PLANNING AND 
DEVELOPMENT STAGE. JUST GIVE  
US A CALL! WE ARE ALWAYS READY 
TO LISTEN TO YOUR IDEAS.

T +49 . (0) 86 77 . 98 47 50
FRESCATA�HASENKOPF.DE

since 1964
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